Welcome to the SD Child and Adult Nutrition Services webinar on the lunch offer versus serve requirements in the School Nutrition Program.
Here is the Lunch Meal Pattern for a 5-day school week. The daily requirements are located inside parentheses and the weekly requirements are located outside the parentheses.

- Sodium requirement on this chart is the final target and does not have to be met until SY 2024.
Before we get into the lunch Offer Vs. Serve requirements, we need to point out some important words and their definitions. The difference between a food component and food item are very important for lunch Offer Versus Serve.

Here are the definitions from 7 CFR 210.2 of food component and food item.

**Food component** means one of the five food groups which comprise reimbursable meals. The five food components to be offered to students in grades K–5 are: Meats/meat alternates, grains, vegetables, fruits, and fluid milk. Meals offered to preschoolers must consist of four food components: Meats/meat alternates, grains, vegetables/fruits, and fluid milk.

**Food item** means a specific food offered within the five food components: Meats/meat alternates, grains, vegetables, fruits, and fluid milk.

All five components must be offered at lunch.

For lunch we count food items for offer verses serve. Food items can be 1 component (like a slice of bread) or made up of multiple components (like a pizza may have creditable grain, m/ma, & veg).
Offer vs. Serve at Lunch

- Required for senior high schools
  - grades 9-12

- Optional for lower grades
  - grades K-8

- Offer Vs. Serve is required for high schools students in grades 9 through 12. It is up to the school district to decide whether to allow Offer vs. serve for lower grades at lunch and for all students at breakfast. This decision is done on the annual Agreement with CANS.
Offer vs. Serve at Lunch

- Full amount of each component must be available to every student for a reimbursable meal.
- It is the student’s choice of what item(s) to decline - not the schools.
- **Student must take at least 3 of 5 components and 1 component must be ½ cup fruit or vegetable**

- In offer Vs. Serve the student has the option to decline food components. It is the students choice of what item or items they decline, not the schools. **Student must take at least 3 of 5 components and 1 component must be ½ cup fruit or vegetable**

- Full amount of each component must be made available to choose.
  
  For example, if the fruit component requirement of one cup for 9-12 is offered in two half cup servings, the student must be able to take both ½ servings if s/he wants the full serving of fruit.

Students are always encouraged to not only take the full planned serving for the fruit and vegetable components but for all components as only the full meal provides the nutritional benefits needed for each grade grouping of students.

You may be wondering, how does OVS save money and waste if the full amount of each component must be offered to each student?
- Well the answer is simple. Once your school knows the amount typically taken by students, you may not need to produce the full amount for every child.
- For example, if a school has determined that when peaches, blackberries, and strawberries were offered in ¼ cup portions, the strawberries are taken 75% of the time and the other choices are only taken 5% of the time. The school would not need to produce enough for 100% of servings of all 3 fruit choices; rather, they would prepare more servings of the more popular items. And as always they should have some fruit ready just in case they do run out.
For Offer Vs Serve, a student may decline up to two food components, but they still must take ½ cup fruit or veg.

If the school offers a combination item that contains more than one component such as a cheeseburger which contains grain and meat. If a student chooses to decline this item, they could not decline another if there is no other way to choose these declined components (grain or meat/meat alt). This has not changed; 3 components are necessary for a reimbursable meal.

The picture on the screen shows a reimbursable meal (all 5 components are on the tray) and a meal that is not reimbursable (only 2 full components on the tray - the vegetable is not ½ cup).
Fruit and Vegetable requirement
Offer versus Serve at Lunch

Students may take any combination of smaller servings of fruit and/or vegetable to meet the requirement:

- mix different fruits
- mix different vegetables
- mix vegetables and fruits

- In order for the fruit or vegetable component to be credited under Offer Vs Serve, the student must take at least \( \frac{1}{2} \) cup serving of the fruit or vegetable component.
- This rule only allows a smaller portion size for the fruit or vegetable component.
- Otherwise, to be credited, the full component must be selected. And even under Offer Vs Serve, the full components of the meat/meat alternate, grains, and milk must be selected to be credited as a component for a reimbursable lunch.

The student can take two of same items to meet the fruit or vegetable component for lunch if the menu planner allows. For example, if the school offers \( \frac{1}{4} \) cup servings of applesauce, peaches, and grapes for the fruit component, the child may select 2 servings of peaches or 2 servings of grapes to meet the requirement.

Just keep in mind that the fruit and vegetable minimum creditable serving size is \( \frac{1}{8} \) cup.
Lunch OVS Example

- Menu: turkey, mashed potatoes, peaches, whole grain roll, and milk
  - The student takes turkey, roll, and milk
  - This lunch is NOT a reimbursable meal!
  - What else is need for a reimbursable meal?
  - A reimbursable meal must include at least *either* ½ cup mashed potatoes or ½ cup peaches

Here we have a sample menu of Turkey, mashed potatoes, peaches, whole grain roll, and milk.

The student takes turkey, roll, and milk

**bullet point appear on advance click**

This meal is not reimbursable even though it has 3 components. The student would have to take either the mashed potatoes or the peaches in addition the turkey, dinner roll and milk because in **There must always be at least ½ cup serving of a fruit or a vegetable for reimbursable meal under Offer Vs Serve.**

We’ll be doing an exercise at the end of this presentation with a sample menu and determining if various choices provide reimbursable lunches.
OVS for Fruit and Vegetables

- All trays must have at least (or more) ½ cup fruit and/or vegetable to be a reimbursable meal.
- **Except** if a grade 9-12 student selects only 3 components and 2 of the 3 components are fruits and vegetables, then the student may select ½ cup of either the fruit or vegetable, but not both.
- Two of the three components must be the full serving size.

Another key point in offer versus serve is the serving size. As you know all trays must have at least ½ cup fruit and or vegetable to be reimbursable. Except if a grade 9-12 students were to select only 3 components and 2 of the 3 components are fruit and vegetables, then the student may select ½ cup of either the fruit or vegetable, but not both. Remember 2 of the 3 components must be the full serving size. If the students were to take this pictured meal which is ½ cup carrots, 1 cup milk, ½ cup orange slices. **advance click for message to appear** This Meal is NOT reimbursable, It needs 1 more full component. The students would need to add more fruit, or vegetable, or take the full serving of the meat/meat alternate or grain component.

- **advance click to pulse** Two of the three components must be the full serving size
If a student (grades 9-12) selects a milk, fruit, and vegetables, the student may take $\frac{1}{2}$ cup of the vegetable but must take the full 1 cup offering of the fruit.

However, if the student selects another full component, such as a grain or Meat/Meat Alternate, the student may take a smaller portion of the fruit because the fruit is no longer being counted as the 3rd component in the reimbursable meal.

If a student (grades 9-12) selects a milk, fruit, and vegetables, the student may take $\frac{1}{2}$ cup of the vegetable but must take the full 1 cup offering of the fruit. However, if the student selects another full component, such as a grain or Meat/Meat Alternate, the student may take a smaller portion of the fruit because the fruit is no longer being counted as the 3rd component in the reimbursable meal.
The lunch offered: turkey, mashed potatoes, peaches, whole grain roll, and milk

OVS- grades 9-12

- 2 oz turkey, ½ cup mashed potatoes, 1 cup peaches = reimbursable
- 2 oz turkey (full), ½ cup mashed potatoes (half), ½ cup peaches (half) ≠ reimbursable
  - To be reimbursable, two of the three components must be full servings

Here is another example menu. The lunch that is offered consists of turkey, mashed potatoes, peaches, whole grain roll and milk. Under Offer vs. Serve for 9 through 12th graders, the 2 oz. of turkey, ½ cup of mashed potatoes and 1 cup of peaches would be a reimbursable meal. The student took 3 components and at least ½ cup was a fruit or a vegetable and the other 2 components were full servings.

If the student were to take the turkey, ½ cup of mashed potatoes and only ½ cup of peaches the meal would not be reimbursable. To be reimbursable, two of the three components must be full servings.
Lunch OVS Example

- The lunch offered: turkey, mashed potatoes, peaches, whole grain roll, and milk
- OVS- grades K-8
- 2 oz turkey (full), ½ cup mashed potatoes (half), ½ cup peaches (full) = reimbursable
  - Two of the three components are full servings

Here is the same menu, with the same offer Vs Serve selection but this is a Kindergarten through 8th grade student.
If the student took the turkey, ½ cup of mashed potatoes and ½ cup of peaches this would be a reimbursable meal.
K-8 students must have ¾ cup of vegetable per day so this is a reduced portion size, but the ½ cup peaches is a full serving because K-8 is required to have ½ cup fruit per day.
This meal is reimbursable because, Two of the three components are full servings!
Is it reimbursable?

MEAL OR NO MEAL

Together we will go through the next slides that show sample menus with student trays and answer the question is it reimbursable, as we play a little game called meal or no meal?
This student choose 1 c skim milk, whole orange = ½ c fruit, ½ c broccoli (veg), sandwich (2 oz eq grain, 2 oz eq m/ma, and ¼ cup veg)

Is this reimbursable for Kindergarten through 8th grade? What about 9th-12 grade?

*Hold on slide to allow for thinking time!
Yes! Reimbursable for all grade groups!

Yes this meal is reimbursable for all grade groups! It contains at least 2 full components and at least ½ cup of fruit or vegetable.
This student choose to take 1 c skim milk, A whole orange which equals ½ c fruit, and ½ c broccoli (veg)

Is this reimbursable for K-8? What about 9th through 12th grade? *HOLD ON SLIDE TO ALLOW THINKING TIME!
Yes! for grades K-8
No! for grades 9-12

This is a reimbursable meal for Kindergarten through 8th grade.
• The 1 cup of Milk and the orange which is ½ cup are full servings and broccoli is smaller portion
• This meal contains at least 2 full components and at least ½ c fruit/veg so it is reimbursable for the k-8 grade group.

This is not a reimbursable meal for 9th-12th grade. The 1 cup of Milk is the only full serving component that the student took. ½ c fruit and ½ cup veg are both smaller portions.
• Students in this grade group must take at least 3 components with 2 being in full amount and 1 being at least ½ cup fruit or vegetable. Another ½c fruit, or another ½c veg, or a full serving of grain or meat/meat alternate would have to be added to this meal to make it reimbursable.
This student choose to take 1 c skim milk and ½ c broccoli (veg)

Is this reimbursable for K-8? Is this meal reimbursable for 9-12? *Hold on slide to allow for thinking time!
No, this is not a reimbursable meal for any of the grade groups. The student took, 1 c skim milk, ½ c broccoli. This tray does not contain 3 components with 2 full serving components and at least ½ c fruit/veg. The milk (1c) is the only full serving, ½ cup veg is a smaller portion and it is missing the 3 component. A Student must take 1 more full component to make this a reimbursable meal.
The student took 1 c skim milk, 1 whole orange=½ c fruit, and a sandwich (which is 2 oz equivalent grain and 2 oz equivalent meat/meat alternate and a ¼ cup vegetable because it has tomatoes and lettuce)

Is this reimbursable for K-8? Is this reimbursable for 9-12? *Hold on slide to allow for thinking time!*
Yes this is a reimbursable meal for all grade groups! The student has selected at least 2 full components and at least ½ c fruit/veg. This tray has 3 full components (milk, grain, m/ma)

- The serving of fruit in this example is a whole serving for grades K-8 and a partial serving for grades 9-12 but it does meet the ½ cup minimum requirement.
This student took ½ of an orange which equals ¼ c fruit, 3 oz equivalent of roast beef, and ½ c mixed vegetables.

Is this reimbursable for K-8? How about for grades 9-12? *Hold on slide to allow for thinking time!*
No this meal is not reimbursable for any grade groups. The student choose ½ orange which is ¼ c fruit, 3 oz equivalent of roast beef and ½ c mixed vegetables. This tray does not have at least 2 full components and at least ½ c fruit/veg. It only has 1 full component which is the roast beef. The student would need to add 1 other full component from milk or grain, or add more fruit (1/2 – ¾ c) or vegetable (1/4 – ½ c) to meet minimum daily requirement for 1 of those components.
This student took 3 oz equivalent Roast Beef, 1 c milk, and a Whole grain Rich pasta dish which is 2 oz eq pasta + ¼ cup Red Orange vegetable

Is this reimbursable for K-8? What about for 9th through 12th Grade? *Hold on slide to allow for thinking time!
No, this meal is not reimbursable for any grade groups. The tray does not have at least 2 full components and at least ½ c fruit/veg. The student took 3 full components with the roast beef-m/ma & pasta dish-grain, but they did not take at least ½ cup of fruit or vegetable. They would need to add ¼ cup of fruit or vegetable to meet the ½ minimum of fruit and vegetable.
This student chose 3 oz eq Roast Beef, 1 c milk, The Whole Grain Rich pasta dish which is 2 oz equivalent of pasta + ¼ cup Red orange vegetable and ½ orange which equals ¼ cup fruit.

Is this reimbursable for K-8? What about for 9-12? *Hold on slide to allow for thinking time!
Yes this is a reimbursable meal for all grade groups. The tray has at least 2 full components and at least ½ c fruit/veg. They actually chose 3 full components: The roast beef-ma & pasta dish-grain is a 2 full components and the ¼ cup fruit from the ½ orange + ¼ Red Orange veg from pasta sauce equals ½ cup required fruit/veg.

Keep in mind that Caution should be used if you are going to menu plan and credit at this level of detail. Many schools choose to not credit pasta or pizza sauce/toppings as contributing toward their veg requirement since it makes identification of a reimbursable meal tricky!
This student took 1 c milk, Whole grain Rich spaghetti which is 2 oz equivalent grain + ¼ cup Red Orange veg + 2 oz equivalent meat/meat alternate, and ¾ c mixed veg.

Is this reimbursable for K-8? Is this reimbursable for 9-12? *Hold on slide to allow for thinking time!
Yes, this is a reimbursable meal for all grade groups. The tray has at least 2 full components and at least ½ c fruit/veg. The milk and spaghetti are full servings of grain and meat/meat alternate and the ¾ cup of mixed vegetables plus the ¼ cup of Red orange vegetable from the pasta sauce equals 1 cup of vegetables which is a full serving.
This student took 1 c milk, Whole Grain Rich spaghetti which is 2 oz equivalent grain + ¼ cup Red orange vegetable + 2 oz equivalent meat/meat alternate and a tiny bit of mixed vegetables.

Is this reimbursable for K-8? What about grades 9 through 12? *Hold on slide to allow for thinking time!
No this is not a reimbursable meal for any grade groups. The tray does not have at least 2 full components and at least ½ c fruit/veg. They do have 2 full components with the milk, and spaghetti, but they need a ½ cup minimum of fruit or vegetable so to make this reimbursable they would need to add 1/4c fruit or vegetable to their tray.
This concludes our presentation on offer versus serve requirements in the School Nutrition Program. If you have any questions please contact our office. You can email us at DOESchoolLunch@state.sd.us or call 605-773-3413.
This training credits for 30 minutes of training in
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This concludes our presentation on offer versus serve requirements in the School Nutrition Program. If you have any questions please contact our office. You can email us at DOESchoollunch@state.sd.us or call 605-773-3413.
Non-Discrimination Statement

In accordance with Federal civil rights law and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) civil rights regulations and policies, the USDA, its Agencies, offices, and employees, and institutions participating in or administering USDA programs are prohibited from discriminating based on race, color, national origin, sex, disability, age, or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity in any program or activity conducted or funded by USDA.

Persons with disabilities who require alternative means of communication for program information (e.g. Braille, large print, audiotape, American Sign Language, etc.), should contact the Agency (State or local) where they applied for benefits. Individuals who are deaf, hard of hearing or have speech disabilities may contact USDA through the Federal Relay Service at (800) 877-8339. Additionally, program information may be made available in languages other than English.

To file a program complaint of discrimination, complete the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, (AD-3027) found online at: http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, and at any USDA office, or write a letter addressed to USDA and provide in the letter all of the information requested in the form. To request a copy of the complaint form, call (866) 632-9992. Submit your completed form or letter to USDA by:

(1) Mail: U.S. Department of Agriculture
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
1400 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20250-9410;

(2) Fax: (202) 690-7442; or

(3) Email: program.intake@usda.gov.

This institution is an equal opportunity provider.

Hold on slide for 30 seconds.